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Demonstrating Effectiveness 

Results matter otherwise, what’s the point? 

BRAND = REPUTATION + IDENTITY 

By demonstrating success with proof points that have an impact, we aim to guarantee future 
budgets from politicians, finance departments, board or investors. Ultimately, we need 
information that proves the branding work, works.  

Measuring the effects of a business strategy is reasonably straightforward via increased revenue, 
profit or stock price. Isolating the value of a brand or brand equity (an intangible asset) from the 
value of a business is more complex.  

In the corporate sector, the CFO/CEO appreciates hard business numbers ie. show them the 
money. Government development & trade departments would have similar priorities, depending 
on their remit, and they would also need to justify continued funding. 

Proving effectiveness is a priority for the marketing industry. Published company brand rankings 
such as BrandZ, BAV, Brand Finance and many others were developed to measure corporate 
brand value. The objective? Putting “brands on the balance sheet” or “brand in the boardroom”. 
These indices cover a broad range of proprietary measures. 

Industry trade bodies focus on proving the value of investing in brands, by providing evidence 

that a particular campaign strategy had a role to play in the success of their clients’ business.  

Best practice comes from The IPA (UK), Effies, Communications Council, Cannes Effectiveness, PR 
Week and others. Each marketing discipline uses different industry-standard metrics and the 
value of each as evidence of their contribution has long been debated. There’s no one size fits all 
in branding. Trying to prove effectiveness is hard but templates exist, as long as there’s real 
evidence of results.  

Goal: excluding all other factors (including weather, promotions, current events)…without 
our campaign strategy X...the $ or % results would not have been achieved.  

Benchmarks  

We are not sure what we are measuring yet.  

By offering measurement that captures a desired effect, it needs to be achievable - in context 
with the specific assignment and agreed ahead of time. If relevant data isn’t captured, shared or 
is outdated, the effectiveness case can’t be made. 

Lack of consistent, timely data and limited best practice examples means there’s more work to be 
done to isolate the specific effects and place branding as a practice from macro factors beyond 

our control. But, this can also be the case with non-place brands (particularly non-profits).  
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https://www.rankingthebrands.com/
https://ipa.co.uk/about/advocacy-and-outreach/effectiveness
https://www.effie.org/
https://www.communicationscouncil.org.au/public/content/ViewCategory.aspx?id=1545
https://www.canneslions.com/enter/awards/impact/creative-effectiveness-lions
https://www.prweek.com/article/1489065/9-top-tips-win-prweek-award
https://www.prweek.com/article/1489065/9-top-tips-win-prweek-award
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We make do with what we have through third party research, or commission econometricians, 
demographers or proprietary quantitative research in line with agreed objectives and brand 
drivers. This is the same for company brands and explains why industry associations, community 
stakeholder groups (eg. US Conference of Mayors), joint local government bodies (eg. Visit Britain) 
and corporate brand indices were developed.  

So, we don’t know what to measure yet. How can we, without establishing the objectives of each 
place brand? 

“We seem to argue that we all measure the same thing, but the same country can rank 
anywhere from 20th to 120th during the same year. Even if we accept that measurement is 
not precise in place branding, such a volatility raises question marks ”. — Marta Herezniak 1

It’s acknowledged there is no agreed framework for measurement and there needs to be more 
work done here. A call for metrics from academia and industry - these arguments and available 
indices are collated on The Place Brand Observer.  

A useful skeleton comes from the (now reluctant) father of “nation branding”, Simon Anholt, who 
divides the idea of [nation] branding into six main subfields. These are: tourism, exports, 
governance, people, culture and heritage, and investment and immigration.  

Many of these are available through official statistics, with a time lag. Others fall into softer, 
anecdotal or qualitative observations which the Effectiveness movement in marketing seeks to 
minimise in favour of hard evidence and results. This can include “most liveable”, “most walkable 
neighbourhoods” or similar. Better to start somewhere and use these as emphasis. 

Lack of causality 

A key challenge lies in establishing a link between place branding activities and the 
improvements of a place brand (causality). 

• Robert Govers, during his keynote at the Economic Forum in Poland, September 2015: 
“while agencies often claim or insinuate that their actions had real economic impacts in 
terms of increased visitor spending, export growth, new investments or residents, 
causality between such inputs and impacts is very hard to prove .”  2

• Simon Anholt: "I have been looking for 20 years for a single properly documented case 
study of one single country, city or region that has demonstrably moved the needle, even 
by the most microscopic degree, on its global image as a result of marketing, messaging 
or communications. And I'm still looking ."  3

“Place Brand Measurement and the Disconnect Between Place Branding Research and Practice – The Place Brand 1
Observer,” Placebrandobserver.com, March 29, 2016, https://placebrandobserver.com/place-brand-measurement-
challenge/  

 ThemeGrill, “Interview with Robert Govers on Place Branding Theory and Practice – The Place Brand Observer,” 2

Placebrandobserver.com, March 5, 2015, https://placebrandobserver.com/interview-robert-govers/.  

 Ben King, “How Do You Market a Country?,” BBC News, August 29, 2018, https://www.bbc.com/news/business-45263511. 3
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https://placebrandobserver.com/measure-place-branding-impact-rankings-indices/
https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/nation-branding-explained
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• Marta Herezniak: “Brand effectiveness measurement should reflect the multiplicity of the 
effects that brands have on places: tangible and intangible, inward and outward, long 
and short-term, qualitative and quantitative .” 4

I would argue this is the case with any brand’s strategy but there are ways to do it by proxy using 
data (at least for award submissions) and to meet client KPIs. Having an industry standard 
benchmark for place brands would be the logical next step for the discipline. 

Some place branders are developing their own frameworks:  

• Marta Herezniak: ”We have developed a framework for the City Brand Effectiveness 
Measurement System, which will be tested in selected Polish cities.”  

Big name brand valuation experts are now measuring countries too which shows there’s demand 
for it. They invest millions in one global ranking. 

Given definitions of a “place” are broad, it seems ambitious to rely solely on off the shelf reports. 
Focus on fine tuning at the client brief stage - know what’s measured before you agree objectives 
and commission the rest accordingly. 

Approaches 

There seems to be a drive to differentiate place branding from traditional marketing. Difference 
between marketing and branding is worth a mention here.  

The Guardian: 

“In the 21st century, nation branding has grown to be busy business, and its practitioners 
take great pains to emphasise that what they do is different from the more 
straightforward marketing and advertising work that came before them .” 5

The Place Brand Observer (TPBO): 

“In short, contemporary place branding goes beyond marketing, PR or promotion in that it 
seeks to create, rather than “just” communicate place identities. This is a challenging task, 
which requires sound approaches and ways to measure success ”. 6

The BBC: 

“Countries are increasingly copying the marketing tactics that companies use to raise their 
profiles, and let people know that they are open for business. A strong country brand 
should encourage tourists, trading partners and investors all at once. But having a snazzy 

 ThemeGrill, “Interview with Marta Hereźniak on Place Brand Effectiveness Measurement and How to Involve 4

Stakeholders – The Place Brand Observer,” Placebrandobserver.com, December 13, 2018, https://placebrandobserver.com/
marta-herezniak-interview/.

 Samanth Subramanian, “How to Sell a Country: The Booming Business of Nation Branding,” the Guardian (The Guardian, 5

November 30, 2017), https://www.theguardian.com/news/2017/nov/07/nation-branding-industry-how-to-sell-a-country.

 ThemeGrill, “How to Measure Success and Effectiveness of Place Branding Initiatives – The Place Brand Observer,” 6

Placebrandobserver.com, July 6, 2016, https://placebrandobserver.com/how-to-measure-effectiveness-success-of-place-
branding/.
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logo, and an advertising budget won't sell a product that people don't want .” 7

David Aaker (the godfather of branding) after a visit to South Korea, doesn’t suggest marketing is 
a necessary component of brand strategy: 

“There are a host of other approaches including advertising (which works mainly to attract 
tourists) and social media ” 8

“This activity will do more than to advance the brand than any event sponsorship or 
ongoing communication budget that in any case would be difficult to sustain .” 9

This attitude shift may be based on a particular perception from client-side marketing managers 
or competition within the nation branding category itself. This could be an outdated view towards 
agencies that “only make ads” rather than the “agency as business partner” reality.  

Most top global ad agencies have strategy departments, business strategists, brand strategists on 
staff. They even hire econometricians, data journalists and statisticians during award season. 

An effective brand campaign - not necessarily TV ads but “brand messaging” according to a 
communications plan or strategy - will measure perceptions, awareness, consideration via surveys 
and trackers before/during/after new initiatives.  

The better campaign strategies also paint a picture using macro trends including consumer 
sentiment, business environment, economy, life satisfaction, stakeholder interviews, social trends 
etc. These inputs would be included in strategic development and then creative development 
phases prior to any brand campaign. Most agencies have a schematic that illustrates the factors 
that informed their strategic thinking in order to walk clients’ through their approach and 
rationale. 

While it’s argued that place branding is more than “just ads and logos,” and is therefore bigger 
than marketing, it can still use the levers, diagnostic tools and methodology of marketing & 
brand strategy. 

Deliver against objectives 

Irregardless of the definition (policy v. publicity), the role of a “place branding agency” - like any 
service firm - should be to help deliver results according to a brief based on client or stakeholder 

KPIs. In brand agency language - define the business problem you’re trying to solve and design a 
strategy to solve it.  

“Places need measurement methods and instruments suited to their aspirations and 
objectives embedded in their brand strategies.” — Marta Herezniak: 

 Ben King, “How Do You Market a Country?,” BBC News, August 29, 2018, https://www.bbc.com/news/business-45263511.7

 https://www.prophet.com/2011/08/48-nation-branding-what-works/ 8

 https://www.prophet.com/2011/08/50-nation-branding-part-2-opportunism-support-and-leverage/ 9
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By applying similar techniques used in building consumer or corporate brands, there are some 
well-established and documented approaches to evaluating success.  
 
In broad strokes, this requires a separation of the brand from the business: 

“Start with how brand creates value, and drive the methodology from there. We must 
begin by understanding what brands are and how they make money. What is it about a 
brand that is valuable? How does a brand impact the business? How does this result in 
more financial value than the business would have without investing in brand? The first 
step is to define brand, in a way that makes sense both to accountants and to brand 
managers.” -- Joanna Seddon, Brand in the Boardroom, Ogilvy. 

Place as master brand 

Place branding is a developing specialism which, as a stand-alone discipline, can adopt the 
approaches used by companies for their brands. For example, a master brand strategy enables 
companies to leverage their brand reputation and goodwill across a portfolio. 

“A master brand is a dominant, overarching brand that serves as an anchor point for all its 
various products, brands and services” — What We Know about Masterbrand Strategies | 
WARC 

Public institutions have employed corporate brand strategies before, including the US military. In 
research prepared for the US Joint Forces Command, RAND advised the US military to use a 
master brand strategy, with a single brand identity and a line of “products” under it: 

“U.S. government operates under a branded-house concept. As such, U.S. forces and the 
operations they conduct act as a kind of line extension of the parent government. Virtually 
every organization and product has a brand identity or reputation. The U.S. military is no 
different ”. — Helmus et al. 2007 Enlisting Madison Avenue 10

New Zealand Tourism, NZ is also lead by a master brand:  

“We needed a cohesive narrative; something that was going to be consistent and 
compelling across all those different sectors to ensure that we were speaking with one 
voice .” 11

Use standards of brand management 

Largely because objectives differ according to “place” and there’s no guaranteed magic formula 
to building any brand - there are many academic and industry approaches. From a brand 
management perspective, it’s fairly standard stuff. 

Passow, on the six dimensions of national reputation, uses very similar language to other 
branding measures and includes social appeal, or public esteem, emphasised by the six 
dimensions of national reputation: 

  https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=_eVnd91Qw6IC)10

 https://www.warc.com/newsandopinion/news/new_zealand_smashes_stereotypes_with_masterbrand/3952011
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• emotional appeal (likeability, respectfulness, and trustworthiness); 
• physical appeal (attractiveness of a place and its infrastructure); 
• financial appeal (favorable environment for investors, such as the level of industrial 

growth, taxation, and safety); 
• leadership appeal (charismatic leadership and a clear vision); 
• cultural appeal (socio-cultural diversity, history, entertainment); 
• social appeal (the perceived responsibility as a member of the global community and the 

manifest support for good causes)  12

For comparison, see Kantar Millward Brown’s Meaningfully Different framework or Ehrenberg-
Bass on Brand Assets and Distinctiveness as the terminology is similar.  

Given the comparison between branding a place and branding a brand, many experts in this 
space come from marketing and branding consultancies. There is also a correlation between 
strong corporate brands and strong “nation brands” (eg. Made In, provenance campaigns 

depend on a branded origin story). See again, Simon Anholt/GfK, David Aaker/Prophet, 
FutureBrand, BrandFinance, Millward Brown BrandZ, BAV. 

Research organisations are targeting the place branding marketplace with new tools. There are 
many rankings claiming to measure things like liveability and creativity as well as sustainability, 
investment and infrastructure. Problem is, they’re not specific to a particular client or Place so 
commissioning research is the logical path, based on definitive set of objectives. 

Getting started  

• Have a brand report cardTM format or shopping list of things to measure based on what is 
available 

• Agree objectives with client upfront, deciding which are feasible measures as short and 
long term indicators    

• Emphasise that promotions heavily supported by communications may result in short term 
lift but measuring overall brand effects can take longer  

• Proprietary and off the shelf rankings provide useful metrics to consider (see list) for a 
branded tool 

• Consider investing in pre- and post-campaign research (eg. 2citynow, $3k per annum per 
city)  

• Placebrandobserver.com has useful “how to guides” and brand marketing theory’s best 
practice on measuring awareness or perception shifts using tracking studies  

• In the absence of client research, use rigorous desk research to identify events, cultural 
trends/moments, newsworthy insights that capture “what’s going on” around Place  

• Social surveys by region or State are also useful to gauge sentiment and media polling 
around election time can be useful when available to capture the mood 

 https://placebrandobserver.com/theory/place-image-reputation/12
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https://kantaraustralia.com/kantar-millward-browns-meaningfully-different-framework-receives-marketing-accountability-standards-board-accreditation/
https://www.marketingscience.info/brands-of-distinction/
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Useful Links 

Case studies  

Industry-specific examples - there are many, I’ve focused on the more robust ones (in terms of 
methodology to prove effects, award winners and guides to winning awards). 

Using branding techniques, these are not just “destination marketing” but encompass national 
identity, culture etc. 

Evaluate 

• Data they used to demonstrate overall effectiveness 
• Data sources by objective hard v. soft and commissioned  
• How challenge is framed, business objectives front and centre, results follow 

Pure Michigan: A Movement for Michigan 
https://www.effie.org/case_database/case/NA_2017_E-1452-906 

Visit Victoria Wander Victoria 
https://effies.com.au/awards_winners.aspx?year=2018&id=234&awardType=EFFIE&award-
page=1

Northern Territory You'll never never know, if you never never go 
https://www.warc.com/fulltext/afa/13868.htm 

Tourism Northern Territory: Pushing the NT off Aussies' bucket lists and onto their to-do lists 
https://www.warc.com/content/paywall/article/afa/
tourism_northern_territory_pushing_the_nt_off_aussies_bucket_lists_and_onto_their_todo_lists/
105235 

Tourism Western Australia: The extraordinarily effective taxi ride 
https://effies.com.au/attachments/58bafa09-920f-46ba-98d5-0272ff523080.pdf 

Tony Blair’s “Cool Britannia” campaign 
Came to stand broadly for shifting political paradigms in a liberalizing country—also stands out.  
Part and parcel of that campaign was the decision to encourage people to refer to the nation as 
“Britain” rather than the anachronistic “Great Britain” or the more formal “United Kingdom.” 
https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/nation-branding-explained 

. 

Place Brand Rankings 

“Places” as brands 

Existing off-the-shelf rankings tend to focus on nation, sometimes cities or region brands - or a 
global comparison, often for tourism or destination marketing purposes. 
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https://www.effie.org/case_database/case/NA_2017_E-1452-906
https://effies.com.au/awards_winners.aspx?year=2018&id=234&awardType=EFFIE&awardpage=1
https://effies.com.au/awards_winners.aspx?year=2018&id=234&awardType=EFFIE&awardpage=1
https://www.warc.com/fulltext/afa/13868.htm
https://www.warc.com/content/paywall/article/afa/tourism_northern_territory_pushing_the_nt_off_aussies_bucket_lists_and_onto_their_todo_lists/105235
https://www.warc.com/content/paywall/article/afa/tourism_northern_territory_pushing_the_nt_off_aussies_bucket_lists_and_onto_their_todo_lists/105235
https://www.warc.com/content/paywall/article/afa/tourism_northern_territory_pushing_the_nt_off_aussies_bucket_lists_and_onto_their_todo_lists/105235
https://effies.com.au/attachments/58bafa09-920f-46ba-98d5-0272ff523080.pdf
https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/nation-branding-explained
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Brand Finance Nation Brands 2018. 
http://brandfinance.com/knowledge-centre/reports/brand-finance-nation-brands-2018/ 
 
FutureBrand Country Brand Index 
https://www.futurebrand.com/country-brand-index 
 
Anholt/GfK 
https://placebrandobserver.com/anholt-gfk-nation-brands-index-2017-highlights/ 
 
David Aaker/Prophet 
https://www.prophet.com/2011/08/50-nation-branding-part-2-opportunism-support-and-
leverage/ 
https://www.prophet.com/2011/08/48-nation-branding-what-works/ 
 
BAV/Wharton School/U.S. News & World Report 
https://www.usnews.com/news/best-countries/articles/methodology??sa=D?
ust=1509530754997000&usg=AFQjCNGuNEwWXYp5ETnZA044qWq2X2_Pfw 
 
BrandZ Best Countries 
http://brandz.com/article/best-countries-qualities-of-countries-shape-perception-of-their-brands 
 
More rankings 
https://placebrandobserver.com/tag/country-rankings/ 
https://placebrandobserver.com/place-brand-rankings-indices/ 
https://placebrandobserver.com/category/city-profiles/ 
https://placebrandobserver.com/tag/city-rankings/ 

Place Branding theory  

How to Measure Place Branding Impact Through Rankings and Indices 
https://placebrandobserver.com/measure-place-branding-impact-rankings-indices/ 
 
How to measure effectiveness of place branding initiatives 
https://placebrandobserver.com/how-to-measure-effectiveness-place-branding-initiatives/ 

CEO for Cities / City Vitals Benchmarking w. Prophet (Connections, Innovation, Talent, Your 
Distinctness, Core Vitality and Metropolitan Performances) 
https://ceosforcities.org/about/#1458838212627-ee03c5f6-24a3 https://ceosforcities.org/portfolio/
city-vitals-30/ 
    

Tips on making the case 

Channelling your inner Poirot: how to write good case studies | WARC 
Warc News and Opinion 

Barrett, Steve. “9 Top Tips to Win a PRWeek Award.” PR Week Global, July 27, 2018.  
https://www.prweek.com/article/1489065/9-top-tips-win-prweek-award. 
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http://brandfinance.com/knowledge-centre/reports/brand-finance-nation-brands-2018/
https://www.futurebrand.com/country-brand-index
https://www.warc.com/newsandopinion/opinion/channelling_your_inner_poirot_how_to_write_good_case_studies/2930?utm_source=daily-email-free-link&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=daily-email-americas-prospects-20190107
https://www.prweek.com/article/1489065/9-top-tips-win-prweek-award
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“Five Ways to Win an Effie,” Mumbrella, March 19, 2019 
https://mumbrella.com.au/five-ways-to-win-an-effie-570395 

Research partners  

Research organisations are targeting the place branding marketplace with new tools. There are 
many rankings claiming to measure things like liveability and creativity as well as sustainability, 
investment and infrastructure. Problem is, they’re not specific to a particular client market so 
commissioning research is the logical path, based on definitive set of objectives. 

Commission original research aka brand trackers - they have many LGA clients on their website. 
.id the population experts 
https://home.id.com.au/case-studies/#all 

2thinknow 
https://citybenchmarkingdata.com/data-catalog 
https://citybenchmarkingdata.com/single-city-data-set/547 
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